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Let’s follow Kat, a wet lab biologist from the 2nd floor

Goal: provide quality assurance reports for a patient’s precision cancer therapy

Process: 

- Tune and run an internal lab pipeline for processing patient’s RNA-Seq data
- Use protected TCGA data to compute gene expression signatures
- Compare the computed signature to patient’s data
- Produce interactive and PDF reports for dissemination
- Version the analysis workflow for approval process
- Scale the analysis to a growing number of samples



Project plan

>_ GPwhat?



Let’s lose the command prompt
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Galaxy?



>8,000 tools integrated Graphical workflow editor

Dataset collections Sharing & publishing



But what about Kat’s project?



IWC: Intergalactic Workflow Commission

A community-driven effort to have:

A way to define and run workflow tests

A (central) repository to collect workflows

A way to define and run workflow tests

A way to define workflow versions

Conventions and standards for metadata

Workflows

https://github.com/galaxyproject/iwc



IWC workflows



A tuned RNA-Seq workflow

Start from an existing template

Iterate and make desired 
adjustments

Finalized workflow



And a report

- Templated workflow invocation 
report 

- Automatically generated for each 
invocation

- Interactive
- Coming soon: export as PDF



So why Galaxy?

1
Versatility

- Many popular tools and 
visualizations available

- Built-in graphical workflow 
editor

- Expansive sharing and 
versioning

2
Accessibility

- Free managed services 
available for exploration

- Scalable cloud deployments
- Integration with data 

commons and datasets

3
Vibrant community

- Training and help available
- Current with ongoing 

research topics
- Vetted workflows
- Trusted, with >10,000 

citations



Working with private data

GPwhat?



Combining private & protected data

- Kat has some local patient data that is regulated by the hospital and/or 
patient consent agreements

- Protected TCGA data lives in a data commons

In what kind of environment can this data be combined and analyzed?



Working with sensitive data

The recipient institution is ultimately responsible for maintaining 
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the data.



Working with sensitive data

The single most important element for maintaining the security of 
controlled access data is to design security into the chosen environment.



Designing the necessary security perimeter

1.

2.

3. Conclusion: out of reach for individual investigators and (most) labs.



NHGRI AnVIL overview

Centers for Mendelian 
Genomics (CMG)

Genotype-Tissue 
Expression 
(GTEx)1000 

Genomes
http://anvilproject.org



Architecting Galaxy for protected datasets

Accessibility

www.usegalaxy.*

Reproducibility Sharing

How do we maintain, or replicate, these capabilities when working with 
protected data?



Replicating accessibility

anvil.terra.bio

anvil.terra.bio/galaxy2

anvil.terra.bio/galaxy1

anvil.terra.bio/galaxy3



Replicating reproducibility

anvil.terra.bio/galaxy

Add

The history panel tracks complete provenance of a dataset but what if the instances 
are transient?



Replicating sharing

anvil.terra.bio/galaxy

Export

My workspace

Data Methods



AnVIL system architecture
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Galaxy & Terra

Galaxy integration with Terra reaches beyond AnVIL

Multiple FireCloud-backed Terra instances now offer Galaxy

- https://anvil.terra.bio 
- https://app.terra.bio 
- https://firecloud.terra.bio 
- https://terra.biodatacatalyst.nhlbi.nih.gov 
- https://workbench.researchallofus.org 

https://terra.bio/a-galaxy-of-tools-at-your-fingertips/

https://anvil.terra.bio
https://app.terra.bio
https://firecloud.terra.bio
https://terra.biodatacatalyst.nhlbi.nih.gov
https://workbench.researchallofus.org


AnVIL is a suite of applications



Approachable cloud computing

GPwhat?



Useful data is often on multiple commons

- Kat is comparing genetic signatures in tumors and in normal cells
- This requires datasets that have matching samples of DNA and RNA data
- TCGA focused on the tumor samples with the number of normal samples 

in the TCGA dataset being fairly small
- The GTEx dataset has many more normal samples for the same tissue
- Combine the two to better understand gene expression activity



Cloud data available on AnVIL Current Consortia
● CCDG
● CMG
● GTEx
● 1000 Genomes
● eMERGE
● PAGE
● T2T/HPRC

Planned 
Consortia

● GREGOR
● PRIMED
● IGVF
● Covid19hg
● CSER
● NIA, NIMH, UDN

Almost 4 petabytes, 300,000 genomes and growing.
Currently engaged with over 20 consortia!



One collection of data is good. More is better.

How do we go about multiplying the 
benefit of these now-accessible data?

● If we are successful, we will catalyze the 
creation of an open and federated data 
ecosystem.
○ Others have done it before (SWIFT, the 

internet, the web).

● If we fail, we will degenerate into a collection 
of monolithic data silos
○ Others have done this before too 

(medical records in US hospitals)...11
https://anvilproject.org/ncpi



NIH Cloud Platform Interoperability Effort (NCPI)

11Pb / 689k participants and growing!
Cross-platform accessibility through several key technologies

Researcher Auth Service Data Repository Service Fast Healthcare 
Interoperability Resources 



Ongoing NCPI efforts

Data discovery

- https://anvilproject.org/ncpi/data

Hand-off of search results from portals to workspace environments

- https://youtu.be/YGZTxDdaWqk

Single Sign-On with NIH RAS

Join a working group! https://anvilproject.org/ncpi#working-groups 

https://anvilproject.org/ncpi/data
https://youtu.be/YGZTxDdaWqk
https://anvilproject.org/ncpi#working-groups


T2T Analysis on Google Cloud Platform

dollars/hour

$

$

$

$

$

$

$



Cloud Costs are complicated

https://cloud.google.com/compute/vm-instance-pricing



AnVIL Cloud Cost Budget Templates

https://anvilproject.org/learn/investigators/budget-templates



Understanding costs
Resources

Jobs

Users



Stay tuned
https://observablehq.com/@anvilproject/cost-estimation 

https://observablehq.com/@anvilproject/cost-estimation


Helping with the AnVIL cloud costs

AnVIL Cloud Credits Continued Program (AC3)

- Competitive program for supporting use of AnVIL
- Training track and research track
- Apply via: 

https://anvilproject.org/news/2021/11/22/announcing-anvil-cloud-credits-co
ntinued-program 

https://anvilproject.org/news/2021/11/22/announcing-anvil-cloud-credits-continued-program
https://anvilproject.org/news/2021/11/22/announcing-anvil-cloud-credits-continued-program


NIH/ODSS STRIDES Initiative

https://datascience.nih.gov/strides

STRIDES Benefits

- Discounts (typically 10%-25%) on 
computing, storage, and related cloud 
services for NIH Institutes, Centers, and 
Offices (ICOs) and NIH-funded institutions 
& investigators.

- Professional services — Access to 
professional service consultations and 
technical support from the STRIDES 
Initiative partners.

- Training — Access to training for 
researchers, data owners, and others to 
help ensure optimal use of available tools 
and technologies.

- Potential collaborative engagements — 
Opportunities to explore methods and 
approaches that may advance NIH’s 
biomedical research objectives



Funding your cloud experience
But ultimately - you gotta write them grants!

Past solicitations

- Genomic Variation and Function Data and Administrative Coordinating Center (RFA-HG-20-046)
- Polygenic Risk Score (PRS) Methods and Analysis for Populations of Diverse Ancestry 

(RFA-HG-20-002)
- Mendelian Genomics Research Centers (RFA-HG-20-007)

Currently open

- Administrative Supplements to Support Enhancement of Software Tools for Open Science 
(NOT-OD-22-068)

- CZI Essential Open Source Software for Science (Cycle 5)

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-HG-20-046.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-HG-20-002.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/rfa-hg-20-007.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/not-od-22-068.html
https://chanzuckerberg.com/rfa/essential-open-source-software-for-science/


How to design the cloud for scalability?

GPwhat?GPU



Remember the AnVIL system architecture?
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Galaxy server components

GalaxyWeb handler

Web handlerWeb handlerJob handler

Web handlerWorkflow handlerDatabase

Message queue

Proxy server

Configurations

Terra proxy
Galaxy

User
St
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Monitoring



Architecture for the overall Galaxy server
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Tools and Biocontainers

Conda 
recipes

Minimal 
container images

Galaxy tool definition

Composite tool 
container

Auto-built

- Versioned tools, 
inlc. dependencies

- Nearly 10,000 
images hosted

- Usable outside the 
Galaxy ecosystem

Registry
Containers



Change and service management

- Tracking configuration changes
- Roll back to a working revision
- Codify all values

- Server scaling
- Zero downtime upgrades
- Maintaining service uptime and robustness 

- Replication
- Cattle vs. pet approach



Tech enabling these deployments

v1.2.3

{version}
{version}
{version}
{version}



Galaxy Helm chart

helm install galaxy

- All software components get deployed for a production Galaxy server
- Service management capabilities built in
- Support for codified change management

https://github.com/galaxyproject/galaxy-helm



Our experience with K8s

There is 
definitely a 

learning curve

Debugging is 
tough. No other 

way to say it.

Codified. 
Portable.
Robust.

Powerful and 
very well 
designed.



Final announcements



More than 2,200 

people registered!



https://galaxyproject.org/events/gcc2022/

Abstracts due April 12
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